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Act of Claim
Resuming Right to Sovereignty of Bosnia proper by Unjustly Dispossessed Sovereign de Jure

Let it be known that I, Mensur Omerbashich, Ph.D., hereinafter and from now on also referred
to by my noble and royal exalted titles of Duke of Dubotchatz, Count of Srebrenik, pro tem
Crown-prince pretend of Bosnia via paternal successions in the divine Royal House of
Berislavich Boritchevich, and pro tem Crown-prince pretend of Serbia via male-ancestral
matrilineal succession from the last heir in her divine Royal House of Nemanich, hereby
timely constitute this lex posterior juridical Act
Declaring
Decision to restore possession right and intention to uphold prescription in the matter of our
family’s (hereinafter: "The Bosnian Royal Family" also: "Omerbashich Berislavich Nemanich
Boritchevich") possession of domestic sovereignty of Bosnia proper, presently also known as
"(Republic of) Bosnia-Herzegovina", including her vast lands as well as vested interests and
rights anywhere and particularly across these entities: Croatia, Montenegro, and Serbia;
including both in-whole and in-part such interests and rights presently under sovereignty of
those and unstated such entities, boundlessly and regardless of wherever and whenever such
interests and rights have arisen, are arising or will arise. In that spirit, and for the aforesaid
purpose, I hereby note that all the pertinent requirements of International Law and customary
practice have been met and so based on all the aforesaid and, while onus probandi duly
(i) Recognizing sub silentio that the divine Royal House of Berislavich Nemanich Boritchevich,
which includes (through paternal bloodline) the extinct Royal House of Kotromanich
Berislavich Boritchevich, and which fact constitutes a proof of inter alia agnatic monarchical
practice in regal Bosnia proper, has had immemorial possession over Bosnia proper, and
(ii) Reaffirming in actu the divine Royal House of Omerbashich Berislavich Nemanich
Boritchevich, as qua definitione incessant guarantor of inviolability of Bosnia proper, on behalf
of The Bosnian Royal Family ad idem; herein, “Bosnia proper” is terra nullius in de jure, and
(iii) Understanding that no Royal right to rule Bosnia proper has ever been, in just manner,
renounced, ceded, abandoned, consented by silence, or given up either tacitly or by
implication by anyone where last will by Queen Catharine (suo jure noble Kosatcha) produces
nuptialis factum no legal effects as far as the Dynastic Law is concerned ipso facto, and
(iv) Considering the circumstances in which the title to sovereignty of Bosnia proper had not
been transferred for a just reason but specifically under factual duress by homicide, forced or
bribed religion conversion, and mala fide acts including forgery, where such atrocities were
carried out by obviously brutal foreign occupying forces gregatim and their collaborationists, in
the interest that was truly hostile to Bosnia proper, and
(v) Knowing that all the entities involved in this claim have de facto existed continuously
during the forced dispossession, and which dispossession is lasting continuously at present
ever since carnificus nex onset by putting to death our preceding King Stjepan Tomashevich
Kotromanich in 1463 and preceding Crown-prince pretend Stjepan Berislavich Boritchevich in
1535, where both executions as well as executions of many more Bosnian nobility were
carried out on order from the Royal House of Ottoman and by its executioners, and
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(vi) Given that all usurpers of sovereignty of Bosnia proper during the dispossession, namely:
the House of Ottoman, the House of Habsburg, the House of Karajorjevich, the German and
Italian occupying administrations conligate factum, the communist administration foederatus
factum including its non-lustrated cadre beyond that administration’s end until now, as well as
the present-time "Office of High Representative" that is acting on behalf of properly declared
foreign sovereigns, have all exercised only de facto sovereignty of Bosnia but never de jure
sovereignty, this rendering malum in se their sovereignty incorrect in full and in particular, and
(vii) Identifying the facts that (a) neither there has been continuous and undisturbed exercise
of sovereignty by a single usurper during the dispossession, nor (b) there exists general
conviction that the present state of affairs (a corpus vile Constitution as a wraith part of an
international treaty dubious on rebus sic stantibus too) is in conformity with international
order, where it is scholarly accepted that no court is necessary to verify those facts true, and
(viii) Noting that, during the dispossession, Bosnia proper has not had a domestic sovereign
in a known form of infinitaria magistratus independent office i.e. neither a titled monarch nor a
titled president nor a titled prime minister (a premier properly called), and
(ix) Stressing that the herein reclaimed right rests upon (a) the fact that the International Law
equates bona fide suzerainty with full sovereignty, and, singly, (b) the kinship between the
divine Royal House of Omerbashich Berislavich Nemanich Boritchevich and the extinct Royal
House of Kotromanich Berislavich Boritchevich that are bona vacantia one and had been erga
omnes et ab aeterno sole one of Bosnia proper, firstly from the common paternal ancestor
and principal domestic sovereign of Bosnia legitime, Viceroy Boril Boritch (r.1154-1163) Pater
Patriae, whose remaining five succession lines are communis opinio extinct or in exile and
(x) Stating under full moral and legal obligation that, to the best of my knowledge, I am the
first member of The Bosnian Royal Family since the end of the dispossession duress who has
become aware of all the above including intention and contents of this Claim to restore and
preserve our natural right to sovereignty from negative prescription, so based on the above
I hereby do make the claim as stated with all its parts in the dispositive part of this Act,
while noting that my appending of the aforesaid noble and royal titles to my name is for the
first time ever. This Claim was made in the state of clear mind and in a sincere belief that in
doing so I am making fair representation of any and all available facts and information that are
for anyone to verify. The appending of the said titles along with the herewith displayed arms is
for consistent proper use from now on, with primary intention of preserving prescription as
described. In the name of the divine origin of all sovereignty and in the name of our Bosnian
Royal Family herein reaffirmed ad idem: may the inviolability of our natural sovereignty right
as hereby reclaimed in protest be ad infinitum. God save Bosnia, aeternus eternus.
Executed in both Bosnian and English, in Sarajevo on this 21st day of July A.D. 2010.
Signed electronically as: /DR MENSUR OMERBASHICH/
Duke of Dubotchatz and Count of Srebrenik Dr Mensur Omerbashich Berislavich Nemanich Boritchevich
Procer et Praeses Bosnae
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